JUNO is proposed to determine the neutrino mass hierarchy and rich in many other neutrino topics. A prototype is designed and set up for better understanding sub-systems of future detector. The preliminary results show that its threshold reaches ~0.3MeV with trigger rate ~290 Hz on the ground with cosmic muon rate ~35 Hz. Aiming for a better detector understanding from PMT signal, three reconstruction algorithms are compared for PMT waveforms with different overshoot ratios, including charge integration, waveform fitting, and deconvolution. It is concluded that the three methods have similar performance on uncertainty and systematic bias while deconvolution algorithm is best to handle larger overshoot and the simplest charge integration could be considered with controlled overshoot for future fast preliminary reconstruction.
Introduction
With the measurement of 2 13 sin 2 by Daya Bay [1] , neutrino mass hierarchy is the next novel and hot topic in particle physics. The Jiangmen Underground Neutrino Observatory (JUNO) [2] is proposed to determine the neutrino mass hierarchy accompanied by other multi-physics using a 20 kton underground liquid scintillator (LS) detector. 20,000 large area photomultiplier tubes (PMT) [3] will be housed in JUNO to achieve the ultra-high energy resolution3% / vis E and resolve the neutrino mass hierarchy at a confidence level of 3-4σ in 6years.
Following the schedule of JUNO, a prototype detector is designed and set up at the Institute Table 1 . It is worth mentioning that some PMTs can't response reasonably, which results in less PMT coverage to design. The motivations of JUNO prototype detector include: 1) test and study the PMT candidates in a real scintillator detector, especially for the new developed large area and high photon detection efficiency MCP PMTs; 2) test and study the new scheme of liquid scintillator and custom-developed electronics; 3) study waveform analysis algorithms and detector performance.
It is reported [4] that the PMT is working with positive HV scheme where a coaxial cable supplies the HV and outputs the anode signal of PMT, and they are separated by a de-coupler. This positive HV strategy is adopted by Daya Bay [5] , Borexino [6] , Chooz [7] , and Double Chooz [8] too.
An overshoot and reflection would appear following the main pulse if the impedance is mismatched in the coupling circuit. In JUNO prototype, we have optimized the circuit to make sure the waveform with smaller overshoot for MCP-PMTs and 20'' HAMAMATSU PMT [4] . However, the 8" HAMAMATSU tubes are potted with the HV divider by the manufacturer, which means there would be a larger overshoot around 10% as Daya bay [15] . The overshoot is a great challenge for charge measurement and system triggering which troubled Double Chooz [9] , KamLAND [10] , SNO[11] , Borexino [12] strongly. While, the waveforms with different overshoot provide an excellent opportunity for our waveform reconstruction study, such as the reconstruction algorithm used by Daya Bay [23] and future energy estimator.
In this paper, the JUNO prototype detector design, running configuration and preliminary performance will be introduced. We also will show a detailed comparison on the waveform reconstruction algorithms including charge integration (CI), waveform fitting (WF) and deconvolution algorithm (DA). 
JUNO prototype detector
The construction of JUNO prototype detector consists of LS detector, shielding, pure water cycling system, custom-built electronic read-out as well as DCS system and etc, which will be described in details in the following parts.
detector design and system monitoring
The prototype detector is shown in Fig.1 , which re-uses the Daya Bay prototype vessel as the main container [13] with height at 208.5 cm and diameter in 198.0 cm. An acrylic sphere with 0.5m in diameter locates at the center of the stainless-steel tank (SST) as a LS vessel, and is viewed by 51PMTs dipped in the pure water. The LS vessel is hold by an acrylic chimney and connected to the top structure. The acrylic chimney, used for LS filling and calibration, is coaxial with the stainless steel cylindrical tank. In the prototype, 51 tubes are housed in 5 layers, and the working tubes provide ~ 30% PMT coverage. The PMT overall layout is displayed on the right of Fig.1 . where the 8'' PMTs from Hamamatsu is used by Daya Bay as a comparison reference. A 12 layers Nanocrystalline iron film is used as the Earth magnetic field shielding (EMS) to improve the 20" PMTs' performance. Fig.1 Left: structure of the prototype; right: the overall PMT layout consisting of four layer. Fig.2 is showing the shielding system. The bottom and top of this system are covered by 10 cm lead plus 10 cm pp plate, while each of the other 4 sides is shielded by a customized water tank in 1m x 5m x 3m dimension constructed by standard stainless-steel which are widely used by water and conditioning system. One of the 4 sides is movable to allow the internal detector installation. Fig.2 . the layout of the customized 1m*5m*3m water tank around the SST of prototype, and 10cm PP +lead 10cm layer on the top and bottom
For the JUNO prototype, there will be many kinds of materials submerged in such a small pure water tank, including stainless steel, PMT glass, cables, etc. It is a challenge to keep the water quality good in a long period without cycling system. Therefore, a reliable ultrapure water purification and circulation system is built and the water resistivity is recorded to monitor the water quality. The produced water resistivity is around 18Mohm while the resistivity of the detector outlet is at approximately 17Mohm after 10 cycled volume expressed on the left plot of Fig.4 .
Additionally, the strategy of nitrogen isolation of air is applied here to prevent ultrapure water from being polluted by air. The system is also used for water Radon reduction study, reported in [24] .
Considering the temperature effects on dark noise of PMT and bacterial reproduction in the water, a temperature control system installed with the ultrapure water system and settle down at about 17.5 degree, being lower than DYB [14] . We prepared four sensors to monitor the real-time temperature in the water tank and two sensors for the room temperature of the laboratory, and the real-time status was shown in the right one of Fig.3 . Fig.3 . Left: the resistivity of water in the cycling system and water tank vs cycled volume; right: real -time temperature of room is stable at about 22.8 degree while the real -time temperature in the water tank is about 17.8 degree.
Electronics and Data Acquisition
PMTs in the prototype are working with positive high voltages (HV) provided by voltage dividers. For the electronics displayed on Fig.4 , a coaxial cable supplies the HV and outputs the anode signal of PMT, which are separated by a de-coupler. The anode signal are sampled by a custom-developed FADC modules, consisting of 16 channels in each module. The 10-bit FADC operates with a sampling rate at 1GHz and a maximum amplitude from 0V to 1V. The readout time window length is configurable and set to 1008ns in our measurement. For the purpose of recording the signals of 20'' PMTs in a large dynamic range, three amplification scales are used with precision 0.1mV, 0.8mV and 3.2mV respectively. The FADC system is triggered by 8 PMTs and aims to reach ~120Hz@0.7MeV. Fig.4 Schema design of the integrated electronics The data in binary from 112 channels is taken initially in the fast digitizer, transferred to the data server automatically and converted to Root format for analysis. The raw amplitude of PMT is pivotal to reconstruct the charges or energy from scintillator light. A cable map is used with the front end electronic channel ID, the electronic amplifier gear and PMT location. The data and analysis process is described in Fig.5 . 
Preliminary Response
The JUNO prototype runs effectively after the installation while the MCP 8'' PMTs and other four tubes could not respond reasonably. In the detector calibration, the other four types of PMTs are investigated besides the MCP 8'' PMTs. We ran the detector several months and took the data focusing on background, gamma ray source ( 137 Cs , 60 Co ) and etc. Here, a 24 hours data monitor on background is analyzed and shown in Fig.6 , and it is concluded that the raw trigger rate is around 290 Hz with threshold at 0.3MeV and cosmic muon rates is about 35Hz. Fig.6 Left: trigger rate vs running time, the red one and the blue one show the Muon rates and raw trigger rate plot respectively; right: the background spectrum (threshold at 0.3MeV to achieve 50% trigger efficiency)
A packaged Cs-137 source is located in 7 positions from the bottom of LS vessel to the top of the acrylic chimney with 10cm step and we choose the data of the fixed location 20cm from the bottom to study (near the center of the acrylic sphere). Based on a simple charge integration algorithm, the actual threshold should be around 180p.e. The Cs-137 spectrum are depicted in Fig.7 . Fig.7 . Cs-137 energy spectrum in JUNO prototype: the red plot only focuses on the background and the black one is for the pure source without any background, and the background with source is displayed in the blue plot based on the ~30% PMT coverage.
As described, the custom-developed fast digitizer samples the raw waveform for all the PMTs, and the waveform reconstruction is a big challenge to estimate charges specifically in the case with large overshoots. The energy response linearity will be affected if the waveform reconstruction is not accurate. The existing overshoots in Daya Bay PMT waveforms are studied by deconvolution algorithm [23] . However, the overshoot in future JUNO PMT waveforms has been controlled in 1%. It is valuable to study an effective algorithm to guarantee the reconstruction quality, save costs and simplify analysis with a real detector data. The waveforms with large (10%) and small (1%) overshoots in JUNO prototype provide a perfect opportunity to validate the charge reconstruction algorithm in Daya Bay and provide a method reference for JUNO. In this paper, we studied three different PMT waveform reconstruction algorithms including the simplest CI, WF and DA, aiming to develop and validate the charge reconstruction approach for JUNO in the future. The LED external trigger and Cs-137 radioactive source calibration data are analyzed here for discussion.
Charge Integration (CI)
The simplest and most common way to calculate the PMT anode output charge is to integrate all the waveform samples in a window, where the noise and overshoot would be embed into the calculated charge. To reject the occasional coincidental noise in the waveform, a procedure of average waveform and peak window was developed, which comprised three steps and the icon is displayed in the Fig.8 : 1) Average Waveform Superimposed. Because of the difference between the source or LED and PMT, the hit-time of each PMT has their own characteristic, which means each PMT should superimpose its own ~ 10000 waveforms to obtain the peak position in average waveform.
2) Define Peak finding Window. Take the peak position on average waveform as the reference, and define the 30ns front and behind this reference as peak finding window.
3) Define Integration Gate. In the peak target window, automatic peak finding was performed, and after that, we defined the signal charge integration window as 20ns front the peak position and 55ns (80ns and 100ns) behind the peak, and the charge can be calculated in this window with baseline substraction.
Following the above steps, charge extraction of each PMT's waveform can be achieved. Given the overshoots in 8'' HAMAMATUS tubes' waveforms, three different integration intervals, respectively 75ns, 100ns and 120ns shown in the left of Fig.8 , are compared and discussed for the case with large and small overshoot. 
.2 Waveform Fitting (WF)
To understand the overshoots better, a WF algorithm related to the main-pulse and overshoots was studied. After average waveform acquisition from the waveform superimposed, a model with the asymmetric shape is obvious, and a log-normal equation, displayed in Equation (3.1) [15] , is suitable for the main-pulse if there is not a large overshoot such as the waveforms of 20 inch HAMAMATSU tubes.
However, the de-coupler used to split the operating high-voltage from the output signal would result in a baseline distortion on output waveform, which is known as overshoot here. Concerning the overshoot, we follow [16] to model the overshoot with the sum of an exponential tail (eq.3.2) and a Gaussian (eq.3.3), which correspond to the tail and main-body of the overshoot. And the eq.3.4 would describe all the details for the waveform with large overshoot. The values setting with adjustable range in the fitting function are listed in the following table.2, where the initial values are extracted from each waveform pretreatment and the parameters corresponding to the overshoot are learnt from Daya Bay experience [15] .
The fitting time window is configurable, and we compared three different windows which are consistent with the integration windows introduced in the previous section. A fitting example is depicted in Fig.9 . Table 2 . Parameters definition and initial value for waveform fitting ("-"means no fixed value and no adjustable range in the fitting, and they are determined by the waveform pretreatment: automatic peak finding, baseline estimation and etc.) 
Deconvolution Algorithm (DA)
Deconvolution is a robust tool in Digital signal processing (DSP) [17] . It is widely applied in the fields of channel equalization [18] , image restoration [19] , speech recognition [20] , seismology [21] , nondestructive testing [22] , etc. In particle physics, deconvolution also is a powerful approach on the PMT waveform analysis for charge reconstruction, since high precision sampled waveform and frequency domain can simplify the issue on time domain [23] . Theoretically, the waveform is output from the PMT convolving with the electronic noise and PMT response, which means if the PMT response can be accurately obtained, the detected charge by the PMT can be calculated. In the study, we will reverse the theory process following the order：SPE model building, waveform filtering, deconvolution, inverse FFT and pulse integration in time domain.
A SPE model, computed by over 10,000 SPE waveforms, is used in the waveform deconvolution Algorithm. To pick the SPE waveform up more completely, the charge is limited at (0.9, 1.1) p.e. and the full width of half maximum of the pulse is strict to beyond 3ns. Besides, the coincident dark count is prohibited in the selected sample waveform. A PMT SPE template example in time and frequency domain after Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), based on the current ROOT data analysis frame, are shown in Fig.10 . samples. A custom-build filter for passing the low-band and rejecting the high-band, descripted in Equation 3.5, was considered in this study. After the saturation cut, the PMT time domain raw waveform would convert into the frequency spectrum with the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT), multiply by the filter and divide by the imaginary as well as the real parts of SPE model. It worth to mention that the spectrum is also in frequency domain at this moment, and the inverse FFT strategy was employed to obtain the charge pulse spectrum in time domain. In the signal target gate, automatic peak finding is processed and we sum the samples in the defined integration gates, which is consistent with them in the CI and WF. Since the high frequency cut in the filter, it is normal to generate the ringing near the peaks, which is considered to be the Gibbs effects [23] . The raw waveform and pulse spectrum are shown in Fig.11 . To make this algorithm description more detailed and intuitive, a schematic diagram of DI with logical judgment and some partial modules are displayed in the Fig.12 . 
Reconstruction Results
Waveform comparison with two different overshoot ratio are studied using the three different waveform reconstruction algorithms, where waveforms with over 10% overshoot ratio from 8'' HAMAMATSU PMTs and waveforms with 1% overshoot from 20'' HAMAMATSU PMTs in JUNO prototype. The single energy of Cs-137 in the fixed location 20cm from the bottom is chosen for 10% overshoot case study. We have noticed that the bias of reconstruction energy follows: CI>WF>DI, which shows the DI with the best reconstruction stability and the smallest reconstruction uncertainty in the waveform with overshoot. The reconstruction results are displayed in Fig.3 . Fig.3 In addition, to investigate the waveform with small (1% level) overshoot, the dataset of one LED calibration was used. By adjusting the driving high voltage of LED, the input energy was changed from single photoelectron to hundreds of photoelectrons. Take one LED driving point as example, and the reconstruction results can be seen in Fig.4 . The uncertainties of CI, WF and DA in different integration or fitting window are less than 2% for all the energy cases as shown in the left of Fig.13 . If we focus on the various reconstruction mechanisms themselves, taking one integration window as example displayed in the right of Fig.13 , the system bias of each one is in 1% level. Fig.4 Fig.13 Left: the uncertainties of three different approaches vs LED driving voltage; right: system bias of three different approaches vs energy.
Conclusion and Discussion
In this paper, we set up a multi-purpose JUNO prototype detector consisting of most sub-systems of future detector. The prototype has been run since 2016 and its preliminary response in detector calibration basically meets our expectations. The results show that its trigger rate reaches to 290 Hz with threshold ~0.3MeV on the ground with cosmic muon rate ~35 Hz. In the waveform reconstruction algorithm comparison, DA would be the most effective method in the case with large (10%) overshoot ratio while we suggest that the simplest waveform integration can be considered for future fast preliminary reconstruction following the analysis results of the overshoot ratio around 1%. These three ways show the same level in uncertainty and system bias in the case with 1% overshoot. However, the setting of parameters value in fitting function is a big challenge to reduce the fitting failure rate and fitting usually takes relatively longer time as well as more computing resource. And it is also extremely complicated to build SPE models for huge number PMTs in deconvolution algorithm.
